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SUMMARY 
The boundary collocation method was used to generate Mode I stress intenSity 
and crack mouth displacement coefficients for internally and externally 
radially cracked ring segments (arc bend specimens) subjected to three point 
radial loading. Numerical results were obtained for ring segment 
outer-to-inner radius ratios (Ro/Ri) ranging from 1.10 to 2.50 and crack 
length-to-width ratios (a/W) ranging from 0.1 to 0.8. Stress intensity and 
crack mouth displacement coefficients were found to depend on the ratios 














= E/(l - v2) for plane strain, EI - E for plane stress 
Mode I stress intenSity factor 
crack plane moment at nominal neutral axis position 
M = P tan 8 (Ri + Ro + a)/4 for internally cracked segments 
M = P tan 8 (Ri + Ro - a)/4 for externally cracked segments 
applied load (Fig. 1) 
ring segment inner radius 
ring segment outer radius 
total crack mouth displacement 
ring segment width (Ro - R;) 
polar coordinate system 
angle defining ring segment half span (Fig. 1) 
angle defining ring segment boundary Be 
v Poisson1s ratio 
X(R,9) Stress function 
INTRODUCTION 
There are many applications for tubular product forms, in particular high 
performance rolling element bearing races such as are used in jet engines, for 
which measurement of the plane strain fracture toughness, Kic, is highly 
important in the assessment of reliable endurance. It is often convenient and 
economical to test arc-shaped specimens machined from rings cut from bearing 
races or cylindrical blanks for this purpose. While there is a U.S. standard 
test method for testing arc-shaped specimens by loading them by means of pins 
inserted through holes bored through the wall thickness, this is impracticable 
for thin-walled tubes or rings because the greatest loading pin diameter that 
could be used would be to small to transmit the necessary load. For such 
thin-walled specimens an alternative test procedure of loading the arc-shaped 
specimens in three-point bending is appropriate and satisfactory, given only 
that an accurate fracture mechanics analysis is available. The purpose of 
this report is to provide the necessary results of fracture mechanics analysis 
in the form of stress intensity and crack mouth displacement coefficients for 
a sufficiently wide variety of combinations of the significant geometrical 
variables: ratio of outer to inner radius, Ro/Ri; ratio of crack depth to 
wall thickness, a/W = a/(Ro - Ri); and the included angle subtended by the 
support points at the center of curvature. The data is given here in tabular 
form for ready reference and convenience of interpolation. 
METHOD 
The analytical solution was obtained by the boundary collocation method (1) 
with the ring segment modelled as shown in Figure 1. The stress function 
boundary conditions along boundary BC, defined by the angle 9Z less than 91, were obtained from the known stress function solution to tne bending 
of a curved bar by radial forces (2). From the boundary requirements along 
AB and CD, that the normal and shear stresses be zero, we obtained the stress 
function and its normal derivative compatible with that along boundary Be (see 
appendix). 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The primary results are given in tables 1 to 10 in the form of dimensionless 
stress intensity coefficients KBW1/2/p, KBW1/2/p tan 9 and KBW3/2/M; 
and the crack mouth displacement coefficient EBVW/6M. Each table covers one 
value of Ro/Ri: 1.1, 1.25, 1.5, 2.0, or 2.5; tables 1 through 5 for 
internally cracked specimens, and 6 through 10 for external cracks. The major 
variable in each table is a/W, from 0.1 to 0.8 at intervals of 0.1. For each 
v~lue of a~W results a~e given for values of the angle 9, at intervals of 
9. from 90 down to 36. or less. 
It is notable that the coefficient KBW1/2/p is a strong function of 91, 
but the dependence of KBW l 12/p tan 91 is much weaker, as is that of the 
other coefficients. The reason for this is that the bending moment is 
2 
proRortional to P tan 81. Nevertheless, this weaker dependence of the 
coefficients on 81 is by no means negligible, and needs to be taken into 
consideration in tfie design of an efficient testing arrangement. 
The coefficints given in Tables 1 through 10 are not well suited for direct 
interpolation since they all increase rapidly and indefinitely as a/W 
approaches unity. The following ~~~fficient forms are much more suitable for 
least squares f~tting: K~(W - a) /PW tan 81; KB(W - a)3/2/M(a/W)1/2; 
and EBVW(W - q) /M(W + q). An example is given in Table 11 where values 
of KB(W - a)3/2/M(a/W)1/2 for internally and externally cracked curved 
bars with RQ/Ri = 1.1 and 2.5 are compared with those for a straight bar (reference j). The results for the straight bar include the limit cases for 
a/W = 0 and 1.0, obtained by asymptotic analysis, and illustrate very clearly 
the advantages of this particular form of stress intensity coefficient for 
interpolation purposes. 
Table 11 also serves to show the trend of the stress intensity coefficient 
with specimen curvature. In dimensionless terms the curvature can be defined 
as the ratio of specimen depth, Ro - Ri, to the radius of curvature of the 
cracked surface, Rj for the inner surface, and -RQ for the outer surface. 
The general trend 1S for the stress intensity coefficient to decrease as the 
curvature decreases, as illustrated particularly by the results for a/W = 0.1. 
For the other values of a/W there is an anomaly in this trend insofaras the 
stress intensity coefficient for zero curvature (straight bar) is slightly 
lower than both that for slightly positive curvature, 0.1, and for slightly 
negative curvature, -0.091. There is no apparent mechanical explanation for 
this anomaly, and it seems most likely to be due to the (unavoidably) different 
boundary conditions used in the collacation analysis for the curved bars 
compared with those for the straight bar. 
Apart from this anomaly, the effect of curvature diminishes with increasing 
relative crack depth from a factor of 1.88 over the range of curvature 
considered for a/W = 0.1, to a factor of 1.16 for a/W = 0.8. At all crack 
lengths the effect is stronger for external than for internal cracks. 
APPENDIX 
The results presented herein were obtained by plane elasto-static boundary 
collocation analysis of a homogeneous isotropic body. The analytical 
technique is described in detail by Gross and Mendelson (1) and Gross and 
Srawley (4). The boundary conditions to be satisfied by the stress function 
and its normal derivative were obtained from the known solution to a curved 
bar subjected to an end radial load (2). For a ring-segment containing an 
internal radial crack as shown in figure 1, we have the following stress 
function boundary conditions: 
along arc AB 
ax I an Ri,e=O 
3 
along line BC 
along arc CD 
sin(Ol - e ) 




P sin(e1 - 0) 
= 2 cos 81 
For a ring segment containing an external radial crack as shown in figure 1, 
we have the following stress function boundary conditions: 
along arc AB 
X(Ro .8) = 0 
ax I an Ro.e = 0 
along BC 
+ (R~ + R~) 1" (:~)] 2 cos 81 
1" (~) _ (R~ ; R~) ] 
4 
along arc CD 
PR i sin(Sl - s) 
2 cos sl 
I -P sin(sl - e) ax = an R 2 cos e1 i'El 
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TABLE 1 STRESS INTENSITY AND DISPLACEMENTS COEFFICIENTS FOR INTERNALLY 
CRACKED RING SEGMENTS WITH RATIO OF OUTER TO HINER RADIUS = 1.10 
RING SEGMENT INTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIOCA/W)=0.100QO OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATIOCRO/RI)=I.I0000 
AVERAGE VAlUES 
"I KB.J[;J/P KBv'W/PTANG l KB-wul.5/M EBV~J/6M 
" 
00 3 75075 59821 
81. 00 124.71982 19.75365 3.74477 59773 
72 00 60.69350 19.72050 3.73848 59721 
63 . 00 38.63155 19.68375 3.73152 59664 
54 00 27.0329D 19.64055 3.72333 .59597 
45 00 19.58611 19.58611 3.7131)1 .59512 
36 .00 14.17572 19.51117 3.69880 .59395 
27 00 '1.88199 19.39449 3.67668 .59214 
18 00 6.22953 19.17252 3.63460 D.58869 
11 .46 3.81178 18.80318 3.56459 0.58294 
RING SEGMENT INTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RAT IOC A/j.J) =1).20000 OUTER TO IHNER RADIUS RATIOCRO/RI)=I. 11)1)01) 
°1 
AVERAGE VALUES 
KB..J[;l/P KB.Ji;I/PTANe l KB-WlOO'l.5/M EBVW/6M 
" 
.00 5.15325 1 .24076 
81. 00 172.1)7825 27.25449 5.14236 1 .23869 
72 00 83.69402 27.19382 5.13091 1 23652 
63 . 00 53.23891 27.12656 5.11822 1 .23411 
54 . 00 37.22768 27. 04749 5.10331 1 .23129 
45 00 26.94785 26.94785 5.08451 1 .22772 
36 00 19.47913 26.81075 5.05863 1 .22281 
27 00 13.55194 26.59717 5.01834 1 .21517 
18 00 8.50995 26.19092 4.94168 1 .20062 
11 .46 5.17240 25.51500 4.81415 1. 17643 
RING SEGMENT ItHERNAl CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIOCA/W)=O 30000 OUTER TO IHNER RADIUS RATIOCRO/RI)=1.10000 
AVERAGE VALUES 
°1 KB.JW/P KB.JW/PTAHe 1 KB-Wloil.5/M EBVW/6M 
" 
.00 .69004 2 22800 
" 
.00 224 .45135 35 54958 .67598 2 22377 
72 . 00 109. 16805 35 47033 .66119 2 .21932 
63 00 
" 
44414 35 38354 .64430 2 21439 
54. 00 48. 56006 35 28093 .62553 2 20859 
45 00 35 . 15163 35 15163 60125 2 20129 
36 .00 25 4091'\7 34 97365 56783 2. 19124 
27 00 17 .67873 34 .69649 51578 2. 17553 
18.00 11 102la 34. 16927 41677 1"580 
11.46 6 74:597 33 29210 25204 09626 
RIHG SEGMEHT INTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIO(A/W)=0.40000 OUTER TO WHER RADIUS RATIOCRO/RI);"l 10000 
AVERAGE VALUES 
KB..!W/P KB.J'W/PTAH81 KB-WIiIi}.5/M EBVW/6~1 
" 
.00 8.61745 3.77627 
81 .00 290.51636 46.01326 8.60062 3.76916 
72 00 141.32294 45.91858 8.58292 3.76168 
63 00 89.9U.31 45.81360 8.56330 3.75338 
54 .00 62.88721 45.69022 8.5 1.024 3.74364 
45. 00 45.53473 45.53473 8.51117 3.73135 
" 
00 32.92743 45.32074 8.47117 3 714'.5 
27. 00 22 92123 44 98743 8.401187 3 6M12 
18. 00 14.41131 44.353'>1 8 29036 3.6::;303 
II .46 8.77748 43.2n~7 8 09320 3.55 1.70 
RING SEGMENT HlTERHAL CRt-,CK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIOCA/!4j =0 50000 OUTER TO INNU: RADIUS RATIO(RO/RI )=1 .100DO 
AVERAGE VALurS 
°1 KB./W/P KB.J(;J/PTMW1 KB-W' ~1. 5/M EBV~!/6M 
90 00 II 396S9 6 41714 
81 .00 386.12549 61 15636 11 37793 6 .40528 
72 . 00 187.89017 61 0 1.918 11 35300 6 39281 
63 . 00 119 58Z69 60. 93039 II .33590 6 37898 
54 .00 83.6i133 60 79076 11 .30992 6 36272 
45 00 60 61 1,:',1 60 .61(,81 II .27718 , .34225 
36 .00 43 86327 60 37262 II 23212 6 .31(.05 
27 .00 30 56920 59 .9'1541, 11. 16195 , .27014 
IS 00 19 2f>056 59 27794 11 .028 1.6 6. 18(,62 
II 46 II 77483 58 08 1.17 10 .S0637 6 04767 
RING SEGMENT INTERNAl CRf,CK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIOCA/W)=O .61)000 OUTER TO ItH:ER RADIUS RATIOCRO/RI )=1 .10000 
AVERAGE VAlUES 
6 1 KB.Jtl/P KB-Md'TAN9 1 " 
W~"l. 5/M EBVl-Y6M 
90 . 00 15 . 78401 II 0~025 
81 .00 537 41431 85.11809 15. 76262 II 06670 
72 .00 261 59"53 84 9%66 15 74013 11 .05245 
63 . 00 166 .)5112 84 . .%200 15 . 71519 II .03(,65 
54 00 116 50 1,69 84.70374 15 68588 11 .01808 
" 
00 8'. 50 1,26 84.50:.26 15 64895 10 99'167 
36 00 61 .196'.9 84.22974 15. 591';11 10 962 1.7 
27 00 42 699.n 83.80222 15 51393 10.91230 
18 00 26 .96471 82 9~:: 'II. 15 }f.t,12 10.816 ... ·8 
II . 46 16 .54918 81. 63582 15 . 11775 10.651;12 
RING SEGMENT IflTERN,H CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RA rIOC A/W) 0 70000 OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATIOCRO/RI )~1. 10000 
AVERAGE VALUES 
6 1 KB-/W/P KB,!W/PTANe l KB-W*~l. 5/M EBVW/6M 
90 00 2'. 32671 22 67525 
81 .00 832 44800 III . 8 1.688 24 . 30353 22 64359 
72 00 405.37549 III .7147I 24 27917 22 610::8 
63 00 
'" 
21680 III 56818 24 .75717 22 '>73',1\ 
~', . 00 180. 8~ 1 06 "1 j 1~'J' 24 220',3 22 ~ 2 'I 'J 7 
45 00 131 17896 III 17:':,')6 24 1,~ 04 I. 22 1.7':.>27 
36 00 
" 
09003 130 MO:?5 24 . 12')}7 22 1.0004 
27 00 66 4'.974 1'0 '.1501 2 /• 0")'IG5 ,< 2:' ~" I 18 00 42.0<;684 129 53J08 23 87650 22. 05 9~0 
11 .46 25.95'104 123 05777 23 60509 21.68[,.':3 
RING SEG~lEN T INTfRNfll CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RA T I 0 (A/l~) ~ 0 . e 0 000 OUTlR TO UHlER RADIUS RATIOCRO/RI1=1. 10000 
AVlRAG( VALUES 
"I KBEup KB-M/prIlN9 1 K B -iJ" ~ 1 . 5/~1 EBV:"r/6M 
90 00 44 10413 55.84958 
81 00 1516 51'.65 240 19257 44 07195 55.78079 
72. 00 73. 66797 2(.0. 00,,00 44.03312 55.7;'(.:31 
63 . 00 470 .64063 239 80362 44.00063 55.65H2 
54 00 329 73047 239. 5G539 43.95653 55.570',9 
45 00 239 26064 239 26064 43 <)0099 55.46 ~ 55 
36 .00 173 . 53029 23. 8'd13 43 82".5(. 55.32]03 
27. 00 121 36641 233. 19501 43 . 70S46 55.095[;9 
18. 00 76 .99309 236. '160')9 43 47896 54.667"5 
II .1.6 47 .62024 ;>34 906/4 '03 10213 53.95'>\7 
TABlE 2 STRESS IHTEHSITY AND DISPLACEMENTS COEFFICIENTS FOR INTERNAllY 
CRACKED RIHG SEGMENTS WITH RATIO OF OUTER TO INNER RADIUS = 1.25 
RING SEGMENT INTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIOCA/W)=0.10000 OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATIOCRO/RI)=1.25000 
AVERAGE VALUES 
81 KB.JIjj/P KB.;t;!/PTAN8 1 KB~W~lIfl. 5/1'1 EBVW/61'1 
90.00 3.~0999 5~643 
81.00 54.45929 5.63026 3.79352 554~9 
72.00 26.43990 5.59085 3.77620 58327 
63.00 16.71'\75 1!L54717 3.75700 58147 
54.00 11.693'\9 8.49582 3.73442 57936 
45.00 8.43111 8.43111 3.70598 57670 
36.00 6.06085 8.34205 3.66683 0.57303 
27.00 4.17981 8.20334 3.60586 0.56733 
18.00 2.57969 7. 9394~ 3.48985 0.55647 
RING SEGMENT INTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIO{'\/W)=0.20000 OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATIOCRO/RI>=1.2S000 
AVERAGE VALUES 
81 KBJW/P KB...u/PTAN8 1 KB~WIf~1.S/H E8VW/6M 
90.00 5.33397 1.29359 
81.00 77.05823 12.20483 5.30645 I.28M3 
72.01.1 37.35773 12.13~27 5.27751 1. 28301 
63.00 23.67789 12.06450 5.24543 1. 277 00 
54.00 16. 4~S98 11.97776 5.20772 1.26993 
45.00 11.86M8 11.86848 5.16020 1. 26103 
36.00 8.5lJ67 11.71806 5.09480 1.24875 
27.00 5.85127 11.48377 4.99294 1.22970 
18.00 3.58651 11.03813 4.79919 1.193'\0 
RING SEGMENT INTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIO(A/W)=0.30000 OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATIOCRO/RI)=1.25000 
AVERAGE VAlUES 
81 KB..,M/P KB.J;i/PTAN91 KB~WIflfI. 5/1'1 EBVW/61'1 
90.00 6.~5762 2.30433 
81.00 100.14928 15.86209 6.82240 2.29474 
72.00 48.553'\7 15.77600 6.7lI537 2.25465 
63.00 30.77480 15.68055 6.74432 2.27347 
54.00 21.42798 15.56836 6.69606 2.26033 
45.00 15.42698 15.42698 6.63526 2.24377 
36.00 11.06697 15.23239 6.55156 2.22098 
27.00 7.60686 14.92930 6.42120 2.18547 
18.00 4.66351 14.35281 6.17325 2.11794 
RING SEGMENT INTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIO(AlW)=O.40000 OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATIOCRO/RI)=1 25000 
AVERAGE VAlUES 
81 KB....t!/P KBvW/PTAN91 KB~WIfIf 1.5/1'1 EBVW/6M 
90.00 78090 3.89351 
~1. 00 129.68169 20.53954 74024 3.87347 
72.00 62.90503 20.43906 69749 3.85240 
63.00 39.89539 20.32770 65010 3.82904 
54.00 21.79851 20.19631 59439 3.80158 
45.00 20.03183 20.03183 52419 3.76697 
36.00 14.38903 19.80478 42757 3.71935 
27.00 9.91086 19.45113 27708 3.645H. 
1&.00 6.10149 18.71846 .99084 3.50406 
RING SEGMENT INTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIO(A.lW)=0.50000 OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATIOCRO/RI)=1.25000 
AVERAGE VALUES 
81 KB..M/P KB"';w/PTAN81 KB~WIf'(I.5//"'I EBVW/6M 
90.00 11 .56313 6.54220 
81.00 172.71581 27.35547 11 51810 6.51223 
72. DO 83.84554 27.2(,306 11 .47077 6.48071 
63.00 53.22292 27 .11841 11 4H!29 6.4(1578 
54.00 37.12366 26.97191 11 35661 6J,0471 
45.00 26.78728 26.7S728 11 .27888 6.35296 
36.00 19.27750 26.53319 11 17169 6.28173 
27.00 13.31771 26.13744 11 .00525 6.17076 
18. DO 6.24799 25.38466 10 6M29 5.95976 
RING SEGMENT INTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIO(AlW)=0.60000 OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATIO(RO/RJ)=l 25000 
AVERi\GE VALUES 
"I KB.J[:J/P KDvW/PT AN8 1 KB-W""1.5/M EBVW/6M 
90.00 16.080552 11 .59265 
61. DO 243.05417 38.49599 16.03996 11 .54623 
72.00 118.10152 38.37349 15.93897 11 .49720 
63.00 75.04575 38.23769 15.93239 11 .4421\6 
54.00 52.40999 38.07508 15.86589 11 .37897 
45.00 37 .87697 37.87697 15.78208 11 .29346 
36.00 27.31810 37.60013 15.66674 11 111766 
27. DO 18.93854 37 .16898 15.48709 11 01509 
16.00 11.81047 36.34888 15.14537 10 68683 
RING SEGMENT INTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIO(A/W)=0.70000 OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATIO(RO/RI)=1.25000 
AVERAGE VALUES 
81 KB~/P KB..q;j/rTAN81 KB~WI'" 1 . 5/M EBVW/6M 
90 00 24 59656 22.91747 
OJ 00 375.79932 59.52086 24 54468 22.t4224 
72 00 182.76360 59.38344 24 4MOI 22.76311 
.3 00 116.24776 59.23116 24 42522 22.67542 
54 00 81.27831 59.05211 24 35138 22.57230 
" 
00 58.82651 56.82651 24 25&32 22.44240 
3. 00 42.51436 56.51601 24. 13028 22.26360 
27 00 29.56894 58.03232 23 93055 21. 98511 
Ja 00 18.55695 57.11240 23 55150 21.45537 
RING SEGMENT INTERNAL CRACK 
CUCK TO WIDTH RATIO(A/W)=0.80000 OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATIO(RO/RI);1.25000 
AVERAGE VALUES 
"I KB./W/P KB.Jt:!/PT AN8 1 KB-W""1.5/M EBVW/6M 
90 00 44.51508 56.30098 
OJ 00 687.53125 108.89435 44.44666 56.16556 
72 00 334.59?61 108.71802 44.37468 56.02315 
.3 00 212.98755 103.52254 44.29!iM 55.86530 
54 00 149.052;::2 106.29276 44.20113 55.67972 
" 
00 108.00322 108.00322 44.08292 55.44535 
36.00 78.17937 107.60<i71 43.920~6 55.12401 
27.00 54.51105 106.98398 43.66692 5(,.62270 
18.00 34.37758 105.80333 43.13503 53.66916 
TABLE :3 STRESS INTENSITY AND DISPLACEMENTS COEFFICIENTS FOR IHTERHALl Y 
CRACKED RING SEGMENTS WITH RATIO OF OUTER TO INNER RADIUS:; 1. SO 
RIHG SEGMENT INTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIO(A/W):;0.10000 OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATIO(RO/RI):;1 50000 
AVERAGE VALUES 
"I KB-..'W/P KB..Jt;j/PT A.NQ 1 KB-Wu 1. 5/M EBVI"J/6M 
" 
DO 4.07204 63060 
81 . DO 32.51706 5.15020 4.039:57 62720 
72 DO 15.71590 5.10640 4.00502 62362 
" . 00 9.92661 5.057a6 3.96695 61965 54. 00 6.88300 5.00079 3.92219 61498 
45 . 00 4.92.383 4.92a88 3.a6579 60910 
". 00 3.50913 4 .~2990 3.78816 60101 27. 00 2.38241 4.67574 3.66725 58840 
RING SEGMENT INTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIO(A/W):;0.20000 OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATIO(RO/Rl):;1 .50000 
AVERAGE VALUES 
"I KB-..'W/P K8,f!;,i/ PUN81 KB-Wul.5/M EBVW/6M 
90 00 5.57158 1 .:55~77 
01 .00 45.298Z2 7. 17453 5.51887 1 34660 
72 00 21.85918 7. 10249 5.46345 1 33381 
" 
00 13.78267 7 02262 5.40201 1 31962 
54 00 9.53658 • 92873 5.32979 1. 30295 45 00 6.81043 • 81043 5.23879 1 28194 
" 
00 4.82976 • 64760 5.11353 1 .25302 27 00 3.25789 .. 39398 4.91845 1 20798 
RING SEGMENT INTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIO(A/W):;0.30000 OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATIO(RO/RI):;1 .50000 
AVERAGE VALUES 
81 KB,,!W/P KB.JW/PUNS l KB-wul.5/M EBVW/(,M 
" 
00 08236 2. 39357 
81 .00 58 70255 9.29758 01704 2. 37352 
72 00 28 33490 9.20657 . 94836 2 . 352(14 
" 
00 17 .870')3 9.10510 87222 2. 32907 
54 00 12 36970 8.98711 78273 2 30160 
45 00 8 83768 8.83768 66995 2 26699 
" 
00 • 27153 8.63202 51473 2 21934 27 00 4 23501 8.31168 27297 2. 14513 
RING SEGMENT INTERtiAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIO(A/W}:;O.40000 OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATIOCRO/RI):;l .50000 
K8~~~AGE VALUES 8 1 KB..JW/PTANS 1 KB-WUl.5/M EBVW/6M 
90 00 9.00246 3.95934 
81 .00 76 .11835 12 05596 8.93034 .L92034 
72 . 00 
" 




23752 11 .8';012 8.77046 3.83388 
54 00 16. 11292 11 .70672 8.67164 3.73044 
45. 00 II .53863 II 53363 8.54713 .L 71310 
" 
.00 8 21521 II .30727 8.37575 3.62042 
27 00 5 57773 10 9,,692 8.10883 3.47606 
RING SEGMENT INTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIOCA/W)=0.50000 OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATIOCRO/RI):;l 50000 
AVERAGE VAlUES 
81 KB-Ji;JlP KB.J'W/PTA N6 1 KB-W~*1.5/M EBVW/6M 
90 00 11 .77301 .69004 
.. .00 101 52071 16.07927 II .69404 .63300 
72 00 49 . 13556 15.96513 II .61100 57303 
" . 00 31 .08490 15.83.356 II .51896 .50655 54 00 21. 59511 15.6.3 ~ 78 II .41075 4 2 ~ t, 0 
45 00 IS 50230 15.5f1230 II .274'10 .32991 
" 
00 II .07560 15. 2(, ~26 II .0.3673 19(.37 
27 00 7 .56255 14.th235 10 79443 98326 
RING SEGMENT HHERNAl CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIOCA/W):;0.60000 OUTER TO ItINER RADIUS RATIOCRO/RIl=1.5UOOO 
AVERAGE VALUES 
81 KB.JW/P KBJ{;:JlPTAN8 1 KB-Wl!l!1.5/M EBVW/6M 
90 00 16 .31090 II .76417 
81 .00 143 43523 22.717 90 16 .22707 II .63100 
72. 00 
" 
53867 22.59 11'17 16 13892 II .59354 
" 
00 44. 07567 22.45766 16 .04120 11 .1.9659 
54 00 
" 
63896 22.29683 IS . 92633 II .30261 
45 00 22 09(IIR 22.09418 15. 78157 11 23<;00 
" 
00 IS 84972 21.31525 IS 53234 II .0'1134 
27 00 10 8'FI07 21 38080 IS 27202 10 73347 
RING SEGMENT !tHERNAl CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATI0(A/W):;0.70000 OUTER TO INflER RADIUS RATIOCRO/RI):;1 .50000 
AVERAGE VALUES 
8 1 KB#J/P KB.J'W/Pl ANSi KB-I,J"~I. S/M EBVW/HI 
" 
00 24 .85602 23.15607 
" 
.00 222.81348 35 29015 2', .76500 23.02518 
72 . 00 108.19237 35. 15381 24 .66933 22.38750 
" . 00 68.69662 35 
00266 24 .56325 22.73438 





60109 24 281 ... 5 22.32944 
" 
00 24 .91527 34.2929'. 24. 06522 22.01SD 
27 .00 17 .22855 33.81293 2J 72338 21.5337'l 
RING SEGMENT UITERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIO(A/W)=O .80000 OUTER TO HHlER RADIUS RATIOCRO/RI )=1 .50000 
8 1 
KB~;~"G[ ~:~~~TAN81 KB~ll"l! 1. 5/M EBVlJl6M 
90 00 45.15500 
" 
.91649 
81 00 412.116924 65 . 32869 45.0542R 
" 
.69568 
72 00 200.5~Ml 65 . 17516 4'1.9'.,335 
" 
. 46 ~ 52 
" 
00 127.57958 65 . OO~ 93 44.830n 
" 
.20618 
54. 00 89.19620 64 .80(181 44.69298 55 90363 
45 00 64.55266 64 55266 44.51906 55 522"'2 
" 
.00 46.64809 64 20563 44.27974 54 9977 3 
27 .00 32.43895 
" 
66504 43.90691 5'1. 180'17 
TABLE 4 STRESS INTENSITY AND DISPLACEMENTS COEFFICIENTS FOR INTERNAllY 
CRACKED RIHG SEGMENTS WITH RATIO OF OUTER TO INNER RADIUS = 2.00 
RING SEGMENT INTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIO(A/W)=O.IOOOO OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATIOCRO/RI)=2 00000 
AVERAGE VALUES 
"I KB..n;;/P KB..n:J/PTAN81 K8-WIOlI.5/M EBVW/6M 
90. DO 4.46437 0.69771 
81.00 21.51931 3.40341 4.39794 0.69007 
72.00 10.32339 3.35427 4.32809 0.68205 
63.00 6.46536 3.29427 4.25067 0.67315 
54.00 4.43708 3.22373 4.15965 0.66269 
45.00 3.13434 3.13484 4.04495 0.64950 
36.00 2.18871 3.01250 3.83709 0.63136 
31.50 1. 79517 2.92946 3.77995 0.61905 
RING SEGMENT INTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIO(A/W)=0.20000 OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATlO(RO/RI)=2 00000 
81 
AVERAGE VALUES 
KB-IIJ/P KB..o/PTAN81 KB-WMMl.5/M EBVW/6M 
" 
00 5.96029 1 .47476 
81. 00 29.60836 4.68958 5.86193 I. 45449 
72. 00 14.17856 4.60689 5.75862 1 43319 
". 00 3.86163 4 .51522 
5.64403 1 .40957 
54 00 6.06635 4.40746 5.50933 1 38181 
45 00 4.27163 4.27168 5.33959 1 34682 
36.00 2.96776 4.08478 5.10598 1 29867 
31.50 2.42542 3.95793 4.94741 1 26599 
RING SEGMENT INTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIO(A/W)=0.30000 OUTER TO IHNER RADIUS RATlO(RO/RI)=2 00000 
"I 
AVERAGE VALUES 
KB..n:J/P KB.JIVPT AN81 K8-WM If I .5/M EBVW/6M 
". 00 
7 .43830 2.56918 
81 00 38.14632 6.04179 7.32333 2.52999 
72 00 18.28653 5.94166 7.20201 2.48879 
". 00 
Il.44332 5.33066 7.06747 2.443Il 
54 00 7.84563 5.70019 6.90932 2.33941 
45 00 5.53577 5.53577 6.71002 2.32175 
36. DO 3.85756 5.30947 6.43572 2.22l162 
31.50 3.15952 5.15587 6.24955 2. 165'tl 
RING SEGMENT INTERNAL CRACK 







00 9.31607 4.20203 
81 00 49.32607 81243 9.19116 4.13972 
72. 00 23.70073 70085 9.05982 4.07420 
" 
00 14.371J90 .57710 8.91424 4.00158 
54 00 10.22t76 43162 8.74309 3.91620 
45 00 7.24831 24831 3.52743 3.80862 
36.00 5. (18290 99601 8.23060 3.66055 
31. 50 4.18222 82476 8.02913 3.56005 
RING SEGMENT IHTERNAl CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RflTIO(A/W)=0.5000D OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATlO(RO/RI)=2 00000 
"I 
AVERAGE VAlUES 
KB..JlJ/P KIl..n:J/PTAH81 KS-WIIMI.5/M EBVW/6M 
" 
00 12 06770 6.93703 
81 .00 65.94565 10.44477 I!. 93638 6.84244 
72 00 31. 77524 10.32442 11 79934 6.74299 
" 
00 20.00095 10.19101 11 64686 6.63275 
54. 00 I3.81085 10.03417 11 46763 6.50315 
45. 00 9.83655 9.83655 11 .24177 6.33935 
36. DO 6.94904 9.56454 10 93090 6.11508 
31.50 5.74802 9.37992 10 71991) 5.96252 
RING SEGMENT INTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATlO(A/W):0.6000~ OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATlO(RO/RI)=2 00000 
"1 KB~;~AGE ~~~;~TANel KB-W'lIlI.5/M EBVW/6M 
" 
00 16 59865 12 08308 
81 .00 
" 
54697 14.81639 16.46265 11 94150 
72 . 00 45 20398 14.68768 16.31%3 11 .79263 
63. 00 28 54613 14.54500 16.16109 11 62761 
" 
CO 19 78859 14.H727 15.97474 11 '13362 
45 CO 14 16591 14.16591 15.73991 11 IS?17 
36. CO 10. 08079 13.87501 15.41668 10 85272 
H 50 8 38162 13.67756 15.19729 10 62435 
RING SEGMENT INTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIO(A/W)=0.70000 OUTEr: TO ItINER RADIUS RATlO(RO/RU=2 00000 
AVERAGE VALUES 
"I KB..JW/P KB-Itl/P TAN81 KB-Wlllll.5/M EDVLU6M 
90 00 25.17603 23.5',('30 
81 .00 146.19829 23.15552 25.03299 23.330;::'3 
72 00 70.83725 23.01639 24.33260 23.10;::57 
" . 00 44.86960 22.86220 
24.71590 22.85016 
" . CO 31. 21761 22.6S091 
24.51990 22.553(,7 
45. CO 22.45250 22.45250 24.27295 22.17960 
36 CO 16.08'.;::6 22.1330S 23.93306 21.665Gl 
H .50 13 .43548 21.92(,70 23.70235 21.31572 
RING 5EG~lENT INTERNI',l CRi\CK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIO(A/W)=0.80000 OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATlO(RO/RI).::2 00000 
AVERAGE ~:~;~TflN81 
"I KB.JiJ/p KB-[l'lMl.S/tl EBVW/6M 
" 
00 45.7';254 57 43601 
81 CO 273.45142 43 . 310',9 45. 5~997 57. 1::310 
72 00 132.8;:'697 43. 15::;10 45.42953 56 .75179 
" 
CO 84.37096 42. 9::'914 45.25171 56 33469 
" 
00 53.89618 42 ]/;056 45.0',271 55 84(,30 
45 . 00 42.5',030 42 54030 44.77930 55 Z2641 
36.00 30.65712 42. 19591 44.41675 5',. 375$9 
31.50 2S.714',2 41 .96210 44.17064 53 79365 
TABLE 5 STRESS INTENSITY AND DISPLACEMENTS COEFFICIENTS FOR INTERNALLY 
CRACKED RING SEGMENTS WITH RATIO OF OUTER TO INNER RADIUS: 2.50 
RING SEGMENT INTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIOCA/W)=O.lOOOO OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATIOCRO/RJ)=2 50000 
AVERAGE VALUES 





." 18 02173 2.~5436 4.69082 .74420 72 
" 
8 58937 2.79085 4.58645 .73168 
" " 
5. 33920 2.72046 4.47076 71780 
54 . 
" 
3 63048 2.63770 4.33476 70149 
45. 
" 
2 53342 2.53342 4.16339 68094 
36 
.
1 .7:3636 2.38989 3.92751 65266 
RING SEGMENT INTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIO(A/W)=0.201100 OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATIO(RO/'U)=2.50000 
6 1 
AVERAGE VALUES 





." 24.59546 3.89554 6.14924 55238 72 
" 
11.70578 3.80344 6.00355 52072 
" " 
7.26429 3.70134 5.84269 48561 
54 
" 
4.92926 3.58132 5.65323 4(.(134 
45. 
" 
3.43008 3. 430 O~ 5.41449 .39233 
36. 
" 
2.34066 3.22192 5.08591 .32076 
RING SEGMENT !tHERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIO(A/W)=0.30000 OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATIO(RO/RI)=2 50000 




81. oa 31.48398 4.98658 .57263 2.66429 
72 . 00 15.01661 4 87919 40956 2.60745 
" . 00 9.342.33 4.76015 22878 2.544'15 54 
" 
6.35918 4.62021 01627 2.47039 
45. 00 4.44388 4.44358 74850 2.37706 
36. 00 3.05234 4.20118 37993 2.24861 
RING SEGMENT INTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIOCA/W)=0.40000 OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATIOCRO/RI)=2 50000 
8 1 KB~;~AGE ~~~;~TANel KB~WII}ll. 5/M EBvW/6M 
90. 00 9.55208 4.41380 
81 00 40 52454 6.41846 9.39058 4.32815 
72 00 19 39676 6 3024C 9.22077 4.23809 
" 
00 12 11665 6.17374 9.03254 4.13827 
54 00 8 28926 6.02250 8.81126 4.02091 
45 00 5 83191 5.83191 8.53243 3.87304 
36 00 4. 0'1655 5.56960 8.14865 3.66951 
RING SEGMENT ItHERNAl CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIO(JVW)=0.50000 OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATIO(RO/RJ)=2 50000 
9 1 KB~;~AGE ~~~;~TANal KB-W"III.5/M EBVW/(,M 
90 00 12 7. 18902 
81 .00 54. 123B3 8 57238 12.099H 7 06174 
72 00 26 .00696 8 (15018 11 92686 6. 92791 
63 00 16 .31856 8. 31473 11 7356B 6 77957 
54 00 11 .22507 8. 15549 11 . ~ 1 0 9 3 6 60517 
45 00 7 .95484 7. 95484 11.22772 6 355'13 
" 
00 5 57808 7 67567 10.83792 6 082'H 
RING SEG~'ENT INTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIO(A/W)=0.60000 OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATIO(RO/RI)=2 50000 
AVERAGE VALUES 
6 1 KB.Jf.!/P KB.([::!/PTAN6 1 K B-l~~ III . 5/M EBVW/Hl 
90 00 16 77895 12. 37014 
81 .00 76 91956 12.18287 16 60921 12. 1847(1 
72. 00 37 09;:03 12.05194 16 .43073 11 .93981 
OJ. 00 23 3(1)111 11.90682 16 .23285 11 .77372 5'. 00 16 .15549 11.73621 16. 00026 11 .51969 
45 00 11 521:'4 11. 521:'4 15. 70721 11 19960 
36 . 00 8. 15569 11. 22:'35 15 . 30352 10 75904 
RING SEGMENT INTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIOCA/W) 0.70000 OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATIOCRO/RI )=2. 50000 
AV[RAGE VALUES 
6 1 KB,J{:j/P KB..[W/PTAN6 1 KB -IJI! III . 5/~1 E[\Vl-l/6M 
90 00 25 36823 23.87317 
81 .00 120.63765 19.10712 25. 19066 23.5'J549 
72 00 58.36980 18.96547 25 0039'1 23. 3 ~ 3 56 
63 .00 
" 
91376 18.8n!;49 24 .79697 22: .97912 
54 00 25.63364 18.6:'395 24 55365 22.59946 
45 00 18.39139 18.39139 2'. 2'170(, 22.12006 
36 00 13 .12959 18.07132 23 82506 21.46024 
RING SEGMENT HHERNAl CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RAlIOCA/W)=O .80000 OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATIO(RO/RI)=2 50000 
AVERAGE VALUES 
"I KB-M/P K B.JiJ/P TAN 61 KB~t~)(!(l. 5/M EBV1U6M 
90 00 45.83170 57.85904 
81 .00 225.74921 35.75513 45.63515 57.41141 






'1\170 45 t9'n6 ,;(,.41')01 
54 00 48.45232 35.20261 (.4.9300., 55.80562 
45 00 H.93677 34.93677 44.59064 55.03275 
36 00 25.11713 3"1.57079 4' •. 12357 53.96904 
TABLE 6 -STRESS INTENSITY AND DISPLACEMENT COEFFICIENTS FOR EXTERNALLY 
CRACKED RING SEGMENTS WITH RATIO OF OUTER TO INNER RADIUS = 1.10000 
RING SEGMENT EXTERNAL CRACK 





KB~WlOll .5/M E8VW/6M 
90.00 3.40499 0.52011 
81. DO 112.14354 17.76175 3.39938 0.51952 
72.00 54.57024 17.73093 3.39343 0.51883 
63.00 34.73186 17.69675 3.3M94 o .5181.! 
54.00 24.30222 17.65659 3.37926 0.51734 
45.00 17 .60599 17.60599 3.36957 0.51630 
36.00 12.74092 17.53635 3.35624 0.51486 
27.00 3.37995 17.42786 3.B543 0.51261 
18.00 5.59562 17.22153 3.29599 0.50835 
11.46 3.42155 16.87819 3.23023 0.50124 
RING SEGMENT EXTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATlOCAI"W)=0.20000 OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATlOCRO/RI)=1.10000 
"I KB~;~AGE ~~~;~T ANe l KB-I,J'IIJlI.5/M EBVW/6M 
" 
00 4.88435 1. 17330 
., 
.00 160·02080 25.34473 4.87399 1. 17107 
72 00 77 .82M3 25.28809 4.86310 1 16873 
" 
00 49.50742 25.22527 4.85102 1. 16613 
54 00 34.61803 25.15146 4.83682 1 .16308 
45 00 25.05843 25.05843 4.81893 1 .15924 
36.00 18.11301 24.93042 4.79431 1. 15395 
27.00 12.60109 24.73099 4.75597 1.14570 
18.00 7.91235 24.35170 4.68302 1.13003 
11.46 4.80864 23.72060 4.56166 1.10395 
RING SEGMENT EXTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATlOCA/W)=II.3001l0 OUTER TO I1lHER RADIUS RATIOCRO/RI)=l 10000 
"I KB~;~AGE ~~~;~TANel KB~WlO(l. 5/M EBVW/6M 
" 
00 6.41543 2 13729 
81.00 209.16878 B.12897 6.40174 2 13371 
72. DO 101.73145 B.05449 6.38735 2 12994 
63.00 64.71107 32.97191 6.37139 2 12577 
54.UU 45.24840 32.87485 6.35264 2. 12UB6 
45.00 32.75258 32.75258 6.32900 2. 11468 
36.00 23.67383 32.5.'3'+23 6.29647 2 10617 
27.00 16.46889 32.32204 6.2"'581 2. 09292 
ULOO 10.34003 31.82332 6.14944 2. 06771 
11.46 6.28301 30.99355 5.98910 2. 02578 
RING SEGMENT EXTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIO(AI"W)=0.40000 OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATIO(RO/RI)=l.IOOOO 
AVERAGE VALUES 
"I KB-JW/P KB-IW/PTAN81 KB-WIOII.5/M EBVW/6M 
" 
00 8 34409 3.66353 
., 
.00 270 77344 42.811620 8 32743 3.65632 
72 00 131 .71265 42.79596 8 30990 3.64873 
". 00 83 79558 
42.69594 8 29048 3.64033 
54 00 58 60410 42.57837 8 26765 3.63045 
'.5 00 42 43021 42.43021 8 23.'3S8 3.61S00 
" 
00 30 .67917 42.22623 8. 19n8 3.60086 
27 00 21. 35352 41.90862 8 13761 3.57417 
18. DO 1l 42064 >\1.30443 8.02029 3.52339 
11. 46 8. 16946 40.29921 7.82510 3.43892 
RING SEGMENT EXTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIO(AlW)=O 50000 OUTER TO INNER RAOIUS RATIO(RO/Rl)=1.10000 
AVER.\GE VALUES 
6 J KB..JI~/P Ks.JW/PTAN8 1 KB-WIiMI.5/M 
EBVW/6M 
" 
00 11. 11270 6.27110 
81.00 358 95313 56.852',8 11 .0')318 6.25')29 
72.00 174 65050 56.74730 11 .07265 6.24637 
63.00 111 .14{,09 56 63068 11 .0'.990 6.23311 
54.00 
" 
.75631 56.49364 11 .02316 6.2H93 
45.00 56. 320~,.'3 56.32083 10. n':",5 , 19655 
36.00 
" 
74677 5(,.013313 10 9'1306 , 1(,[;49 
;:'7.00 28.:o,~ 7 0 7 S5. ]l~"l.S 10 .1510~1 6.12'.]9 
18.00 17.87334 55.00847 10.73337 6.04166 
11.46 10.91375 53.83658 10.50471 5.90335 
RING SEGMENT EXTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIO(A/W)=0.60DOO OUTER TO INN[R RADIUS RATIO(RO/RI)=I.IOOOO 
AVERAGE VALUES 
"I KS,M/P KB-IW/PTAN 8 1 
KS~lJ~Ml.5/M EBVW/6M 
" 
00 15.78(,28 11 .10609 
81 .00 507.64087 80.40224 15.76516 11 08528 
72 00 247 10'135 80 . 2~·8 96 15.7429(, 11. 06339 
" . 00 157.32967 
80.16341 15.71832 11. 03913 
54. DO 110.13234 80.01534 15.65939 11 01062 
45 DO 79.8::'.9S5 79.82935 15.65292 10 .97469 
" 
00 57.81330 79.57337 15.60273 10.92523 
27 00 40.34174 79.17516 15.52455 1 0 .1l4~ 19 
IS.00 25.47913 78.41675 15.37584 10.70167 
11.46 15.640B5 77.15494 15.12344 10.45788 
RING SEGMENT EXTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIOCA/W)=0.70000 OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATIOCRO/RI)=l.IOOOO 
AVERAGE VAlUES 
"I KB.JI;j/P KB-ItJ/PTAN8 1 KB~!~M<fl.5n' EBVtU6M 
" 
.00 24 07573 22.41327 
81 00 
'" 
64966 122.05872 24.05095 22.37859 
72 . 00 375 25122 121 ';2653 24.02492 22.34209 
" 
00 239 00693 121.78003 23.9<;602 22.30164 
63 . 00 167 37883 121.60785 23. 9~213 22.25409 
45. DO 121 390Bl 121.39081 23.91933 22.19420 
" 
00 87 97858 121.09212 23.36049 22.11172 
27 00 61 .46245 120.62691 23.76380 21.93331 
18.00 ". 90648 119.74196 23.59',',7 21. 73900 11.46 23 97559 IHL26964 23.30437 21.33257 
RING SEGMENT EXTERNAL CR,\CK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIO(A/W)=0.80000 OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATlO(RO/RI>=1 10000 
AVERAGE VALUES 
6 1 KD.[W/P KB.JW/PT AN 8 1 KB~WI·lIl.5/M EBVIU6M 
9a.00 43.52396 55.19655 
81.00 1386.59009 19.61391 43.45787 55.130S0 
72.00 675.31226 19.42223 43.44991 55.06168 
63.00 430.22290 19 .20975 43.40781 54.9S505 
63.00 301.37207 l~. 96007 43.35540 5'1.89502 
45.00 218.64539 13.64539 43.29607 54.73154 
36.00 158.54047 13.21222 43.21033 5' •. 62531 
27.00 110.84087 17.53760 43.07671 54.3.'3196 
18.00 70.26526 16.25432 4;:'.32262 53.91919 
11.46 43.40619 I' 11931 4;:'.39983 53.14922 
TABLE 7 STRESS INTENSITY AND DISPLACEMENTS COEFFICIENTS FOR EXTERNALLY 
CRACKED RING SEGMENTS WITH RATIO OF OUTER TO INNER RADIUS = 1.25 
RING SEGMENT EXTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIO(A/W'=0.10000 OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATIO(RO/RI'=1 25000 
AVERAGE VALUES 
9, KB<W/P KB<W/PTAH9, KB .. WHl1.5/!'1 EBVW/6M 
" 
00 3.231HO 49616 
.1 .00 45.29805 17449 3.22449 49453 
72 00 21.98282 14264 3.21018 .49280 
" . 00 13.94895 10734 3.19431 .49089 54. 00 9.72530 .06584 3.17566 48865 
45. 00 7.01355 01355 3.15216 48582 
". 00 5.04335 6.94157 3 .11981 48193 27 00 3.47979 6 .82947 3.06942 47587 1. 00 2.14974 6.61622 2.97358 46433 
RING SEGMENT EXTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIO(A/W'=O. 20000 OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATIOCRO/RI'=I 25000 
AVERAGE VALUES 
", KB.Jt:J'!P 
KB/lJjPT AHa l KB~WWW1. 5/1'1 EBVW/6M 
" . 00 71146 1 .15838 01 .00 65. 11728 10 .31355 68797 1 15435 
72 00 31 57458 10 .25921 66328 1. 15013 
" 
00 20 01662 10 19898 63590 1 .14544 
54 00 13. 9(,024 10 12818 60371 1 .13994 
45 00 10 03896 10 .03396 56316 1. 13300 
" 
00 7 20450 .. 91615 50734 1. 12345 
27 00 4 95507 • 72489 42040 1. 10857 16 00 3 04159 • 36106 25503 1 08028 
RING SEGMENT EXTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIO(A/W)=O 30000 OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATlO(RO/RI'=l .25000 
AVERAGE VALUES 
", 
Ks..f{Vr KS'J11/PTANS l KB-IJ"lo'l.5/M EBVW/6M 
" 
00 6 22256 2. 11108 
81 .00 85 01143 13 464(,6 6 . 19056 2. 1008', 
72 . 00 41 . 21(,10 13. 39127 6. 15691 2. 09007 
" . 00 26. 12259 13. 31013 6. 11960 2 07514 54. 00 18. leSS4 13 21476 6 07575 2 06411 
45 . 00 13 09457 13 09457 6 .02049 2 046(t3 
" 
00 • 39358 12.92915 5. 94444 2 02209 27 .00 6.45645 12.67150 5 82598 1 .98419 
18. 00 3.95798 12.18142 5 60065 1 91210 
RING SEGMENT EXTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIO(A/W)=0.40000 OUTER TO INNER: RADIUS RATlO(RO/RIl=l 25000 
AVERAGE VALUES 
", 
KB.JW/P KB..JW/ PTA NS 1 KB~Wlo)!l. S/M EBVW/6M 
". 00 8 .13824 3.60996 81. 00 109 93201 17 41147 8.09836 3.59242 
72 00 
" 




79892 17 .22141 8.00996 3.55352 
54 00 23 54155 17. 10396 7.95534 3.529(.8 
45 00 16 .95595 16 95595 7.83649 3.49919 
" 
00 12. 17121 16 75223 7.79174 3.45749 
27 00 o. 37402 16.43491 7.64416 3.39256 
18 00 5 14393 15.83140 7 36344 3.26903 
RltlG SEGMENT EXTERNAL CRIlc)( 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIO(AlW)=0.50000 ourER TO umER RADIUS RATJOCRO/RIl=l .25000 
AVERAGE VALUES 
", 
KB.jW/P KB.lwIPTAf\8 1 KB-I·!"'1O"1.5/M EBVW/6M 
" . 00 I 1).90292 6. 15979 81 .00 145.65404 23.06'126 10. tS613 6 13100 
72. 00 70.67824 22.96474 10 .8n94 6 .10072 
" 
00 44.l:4340 22 13 ~ B 1\ 5 10 .752',1 6 067}7 
54 00 31.26122 22. 7126.~ 10 .6<'"331 6 .02772 
45 00 22.5',097 22.54097 10 .60753 5. 97802 
36 00 16 .20S31 22.30469 10 4 ('~ 35 5.90<;(,0 
27 00 11. 17733 21.93674 10. 32319 5.60305 
18 00 6 90026 21.23679 .. 99380 5.60036 
RING SEGr':ENT EXTERNAL CR,\CK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIOCAlW)=0.60000 OUTER TO UlH[R RADIUS RATlOCRO/RIl 1.25000 
AVERAGE VALUES 
"I KS,Jri/P KB,JW/PTAN 8 1 KB -l..[~ ~ 1 .S/M EBVW/6M 
" 
00 15 38266 11 .07014 
81 .00 203.24219 32 . 19(131 15. '2873 11 .02222 
72. 00 98.70525 32 . 07123 15 27203 10 97183 
" . 00 62.68'136 31 .93921, 15 20918 10 .91597 54. 00 43.74706 31 .7£'.09 15. 13530 10 .85032 
45 . 00 31 .53 <; 51~ 31 .51:1)58 15 0'i220 10 .76757 
36. 00 22 75493 31 .319(,9 14 .91406 10 65369 
27. 00 15. 74(,52 30 . 9a033 14 71 t.47 10 47631 
18. 00 .. nIlO 30. 10309 14 .33432 10 13892 
RING SEGMENT EXTERNAL CRt.CK 
CRf,CK TO lJIDTH RATIO(AlI~)=O.70000 OUTER TO ItH.,L:R RIIDIUS RATlOCF::D/RI)=1 251100 
II V ER ~ GE VALUES 
", Kn.JP./p KIl,(~j/rT!\NGl KB-W~\(1.5/M EIlVl-lI6M 
90 .00 23 6 t ~~ 0 22.125!l0 
81 .00 309.33740 48.9941 23 61160 22.04150 
72 .00 150.32'.20 4l: .5 tt33 23 . 538'70 21. 95 36 0 
" 
00 95 5':'10 48.67600 
" 
(,5';30 21.85630 
5'. .00 66.72('20 43.479',0 23. 31.360 21. 74190 
45 00 (,8.23170 48.23170 23 2',1,20 21.59760 
" 
00 34.7'F,6 47.5'1070 23 07990 21. 39920 
?7 00 
" 
47 'i'i'1(,n ~;> .1\:' \'f0 n o?nno 
l' 00 1 ~l • O~'i ~ 0 46 .. .\f,9'+O 22. J3110 ZO ~a200 
RING SEGrI[tn EXTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIOCA/I~J=O.80000 OUTER TO I/u;E:.R RADIUS RATlO(RO/RIJ 1.25000 
f,V[P','.GE VALUES 
", KB.J[i'f' KfI..jW/PT AN 6 1 KIl-W"lOl.5/M E!l Vl·'/6~1 
90 . 00 42 . 5r!757 54 . :>:2 2' 
81 00 54.'1. 86 , 79 42 41597 54 . 16 27 
72 00 ;'67 86 7 36 42. 31969 53 99 
" 63 00 H? 86 
, 
" 
42 :1291 53 ,.c 14 
5',. 00 11' 86 13 '2. 087,5 ~3 . 5'::. 






85 99 41 7ll(,9 52 . • 1 
" 27 00 'd. 84 12 4\ .3,27 3 52. 3\ OS 
18 00 27 83 31 40 .727?··, 51 17 46 
TABLE 8 STRESS INTENSITY AND DISPLACEMENTS COEFFICIENTS FOR EXTERNAllY 
CRACKED RING SEGMENTS WITH RATIO OF OUTER TO INNER RADIUS 1.50 
RING SEGMENT EXTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIO(A/W'=O.lOOOO OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATIO(RO/RI)=1 50000 
AVERAGE VALUES 
9 1 KB{W/P KBIW/PT AN 6 1 KB-W"Iltl.5/M EBVW/6M 
90.00 3.01690 0.46132 
81.00 23.13881 3.66482 2.99169 0.45644 
72. Oil 11.17926 3.63236 2.96519 0.45131 
63.00 7.05828 3.59637 2.93581 0.44563 
54.00 4.89175 3.55406 2.90128 0.43896 
45.00 3.50076 3.50076 2.85776 0.43054 
36.00 2.49014 3.42738 2.79787 0.41896 
27.00 1.6Ml1 3.31310 2.70457 0.40092 
RING SEGMENT EXTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIO(A/W)=0.20000 OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATIOCRO/RI)=1 .50000 
AVERAGE VALUES 
9 1 KB-I1J/p KB"/tVPTAN6 1 KB-WlHII.5/M EBVW/6M 
" 
00 4.45059 08192 
81 .00 33.41852 5.29297 4.41081 .07439 
72 00 16.13560 5.24278 4.36899 .06646 
63 00 10.18036 5.18714 4.32262 .05768 
54. 00 7.04948 5.12175 4.26812 .04736 
45 00 5.03934 5.03934 4.19944 .03435 
36 00 3.57888 4.92591 4.10492 .01644 
27. 00 2.41985 4.74923 3.95769 98855 
RING SEGMENT EXTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATlO(A/W)=0.30000 OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATIOCRO/RI)=1 .50000 
AVERAGE VAlUES 
9 1 KB--!W/P KB..J[:l/PT ANa 1 KB-W'ilEl.5/M EBVW/6M 
" 
.00 5.93413 2.02575 
81 00 43.60915 6.90700 5.87830 2.01147 
72 00 21.04529 6.83802 5.81960 1.996H 
63 00 13.27033 6.76157 5.75452 I 97979 
54 00 9.18278 6.67168 5.67803 1.96022 
45. 00 , .558(,2 6.55542 5.5.5164 1.93556 
36. 00 4 65171 6.40253 5.44397 1.90160 
27. 00 3. 13854 6.15973 5.24232 1. 84.5 73 
RING SEGMENT EXTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RA TIO( A/W) =0.40000 OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATlO(RO/RI )=1 50000 
AVERAGE VAlUES 
9 1 KB·J1Jjp KB{I;J/PTAN6 1 KB-W'IlEI.5/M EBVIoJ/6M 
" 
00 .83115 3.47914 
81 .00 56.34752 8.92456 76049 3.45029 
72 00 27.20398 8.83911 68618 3.41995 
63. 00 17.16185 8.74440 .60382 3.38632 
54. 00 11.88239 8.63306 50701 3.34679 
45 00 8.49276 8.49276 38501 3.29697 
36 00 6.03005 8.29966 21709 3.22841 
27 .00 4.07564 7.99889 95556 3.12162 
RING SEGMENT EXTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATlO('VW)=0.50000 OUTER TO IHtlER RADIUS RATlOCRO/RI)=l 50000 
AVERAGE VALUES 
9 1 KB.fIVp KI'l~lVPTAN61 KB-WIIII1. 5/M EBVW/6M 
" 
00 10 57264 5.97580 
81 .00 74.48868 II 79782 10.48696 5.92360 
72 00 35.99805 II .69647 10.39686 5.86873 
63. 00 22.73508 II 58412 10.29700 5.80790 
54 .00 15.76239 II .45204 10.17959 5.73639 
45 00 11.28562 II 28562 10.03166 5.64628 
" 
00 8.03305 II. 05655 9 . .52804 5.52227 
27 00 5.45180 10 69977 9.51090 5.32910 
RING SEGMENT EXTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIO(A/W):O.60000 OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATIOCRO/RI)=1.50000 
AVERAGE VALUES 
9 1 KB .. J1J/p KB .. J1J/PTAN9 1 KB-WWlEl.5/M EBVW/6M 
90 00 15.02785 10. 76825 
., 
.00 10:5. 6 7~(,5 16.42052 1". 9~ 1I1 10 67.311 
72 00 50.18102 16.30478 14.82254 10 57430 
63. 00 31.74811 16.17644 14.70589 10 46410 
54 00 22.05736 16.02562 14 56877 10. 33456 
45 00 15.83556 15.83556 14.39598 10. 17lJ2 
36 00 11.31514 15.57395 14.15813 ,. 94665 
27. 00 7.72770 15.16647 13.78770 , 59671 
RING SEGMENT EXTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIO(A/W)=0.70000 OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATIOCRO/RI)=1.50000 
9 1 
AVERAGE VALUES 
KB.JW/P KB..JiJ/PTAN6 1 KB-WlElEl.5/M EBVW/6M 
" 
00 23.28165 21 .71143 
.1 00 157.13904 24.88831 23.15192 21 .55649 
72. 00 76.14708 24.74164 23.01546 21 39359 
63. 00 41L23920 24.57909 22.86426 21 .21297 
54 00 33.56717 24.38799 22.68651 21 .00069 
45 00 2' •. 14719 24.14719 22.46251 20 .73314 
36 00 17.30315 23.81572 22.15417 20 36496 
27. 00 11. 87171 23.29950 21.67397 I' 79146 
RING SEGMENT EXTERNAL CRflCK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIO(A/W)=o.&ooao OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATIOCRO/RI)=1.50000 
AVERAGE VALUES 
9 1 KB.JjJ/P KB,JWjpTAN6 1 KB-WlElE 1. 5/M EBVW/6M 
90 00 41 .73752 53.31734 
81 .00 275.45264 43.62735 41 54987 53. a0175 
72 00 133.63370 43.42014 41 35254 52.66997 
63 . 00 &4.76616 43.19048 41 13379 52.30214 
54. 00 59.07497 42.92049 40 87665 51. 86980 
45 00 42.58028 42.58025 40 55266 51.32500 
36.00 30.59615 42.11200 40.10666 50.57503 
27.00 21.08549 41.38266 39.41205 49.40706 
TABLE 9 STRESS INTENSITY AND DISPLACEMENTS COEFFICIENTS FOR EXTERNALLY 
CRACKED RING SEGMENTS WITH RATIO OF OUTER TO WNER RADIUS = 2.00 
RING SEGMENT EXTERNAl CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIO(A/W)=O.lOOOO OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATIO(RO/RIJ=2 00000 
AVERAGE VALUES 
8] KB.JIVp KB-n:l/PTANe r KB-WWIl1.5/M EBVW/6M 
90.00 2.70978 0.41853 
81. DO 12.24214 1.93896 2.67443 0.41362 
72.00 5.88457 1.91201 2.63725 0.40845 
63.00 3.69390 1.88213 2.59605 0.411272 
54.011 2.54220 1.84701 2.54761 0.39599 
45.00 1.80276 1.80276 2.48657 0.38750 
36.0a 1.26553 1. 74186 2.40256 0.37582 
31.50 1.04208 1. 70 051 2.3ft554 0.36789 
RING SEGMENT EXTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIOCA/W)o:O.20000 OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATIOCRO/Rl)o:2 00000 
AVERAGE VALUES 
"] KB.JI;l/P Kn.m/PTAN9 1 KB~WIIWI. 5/M EBVW/6M 
90.00 4.05786 1 .02187 
81.00 17. 66 3~2 2.79767 3.99667 1 .00769 
72.00 8.47175 2.75264 3.93234 0 .99279 
63.00 5.30438 2.70271 3.86102 0 97626 
54.00 3.63919 2.64402 3.77718 O. 95683 
45.00 2.57008 2.57003 3.67154 0 93235 
36.00 1.79332 2.46829 3.52613 0.89865 
31.50 1. 47024 2.3992n 3.42744 0.87578 
RING SEGMENT EXTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIOCA/W)=a.30000 OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATIO(RO/IU)o:2 0110011 
8] K8~;~AGE ~~~;~TAHel KB~WIlll1.5/M E8VW/6M 
90 .00 5.50141 .90659 
81 .00 2J. 06711 3.65347 5.41255 87819 
72 00 I!. 05014 3.59040 5.31912 .84BB 
" 
00 6. 90937 3.521)49 5.21555 .81523 
54. 00 4 73244 3.43832 5.09381 .77632 
45 00 J 33476 3.33476 4.94039 .72729 
36.00 2.31929 3.19223 4.72923 65981 
31.50 1. 89691 , nQ"i4Q , "i.'1.'i91) 61400 
RING SEGMENT EXTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIO(A/W)=0.40000 OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATIOCRO/Rl)o:2 00000 
"] K8~;~AGE ~~~;~TAN()l KB~WIIWI. 5/M EBVW/6M 
90 . 00 7 .36677 3.30554 
81 00 29.74901 4 71177 7 24889 3.25656 
72 00 14.25342 4 63121 7 12(.94 3.20507 
" 
00 8.91399 4 54190 6 .98755 3.14800 
54 00 6.10689 4 43692 6 82603 3.08090 
45 00 4.30463 4 30463 6 62250 2.99635 
36.00 2.99520 4. 12254 6 34238 2.87998 
31.50 2.45056 l. 99895 6. 15224 2.80100 
RING SEGMENT EXTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTN RATIO{A/W)o:O.50000 OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATIO{RO/RI)=2 00000 
AVERAGE VALUES 
"] KB,JIJ/r KB.J1:VPTAN8 1 KB~W!OlI.5/M EBVW/6M 
" 
00 10 .05509 5.74891 
81 00 J9 09540 6.19209 9 90736 5.65547 
72 00 18 75853 6.0';1502 9. 75203 5.55721 
6J . 00 11 75095 5.98740 9 57985 5.44829 
54 00 8 06684 5.86090 9. 37744 5.32026 
45 00 5 70149 5.70149 9 12239 5.15893 
36.00 3.98297 5.48209 8. 77135 4.93687 
31.50 3.26817 5.33317 8 53307 4.78615 
RING SEGMENT EXTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIOCA/W)o:O.60000 OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATIOCRO/Rl)o:2 00000 
AVERAGE VALUES 
"] KBJ'W/P KB'J'W/PTAN 31 KB~WIIl(I.5/M EBVW/6M 
90.00 14.40894 10.49678 
81. 0 0 53.9(1140 8 53713 14.22856 10.35985 
72.00 25.92435 8 42334 14.03890 10.21586 
63.00 16.28415 8 29719 13 .82866 10.05626 
54.(10 11.21600 8. 14890 13.58151 9.86863 
45.0a 7.96205 7 96205 13.27008 9.63221 
36.00 5.59791 7 70486 12.84144 9.30680 
31.50 4.61457 7 53030 12.55049 9.08594 
RING SEGMENT EXTERNAL i~~i~ RADIUS RATlO(RO/RI )::2 00000 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATlO(A/W)o:O.70000 OUTER TO 
CRACK 
KB~;~AGE ~~~7~T AN 8 1 KB~W!OlI.5/M EBVW/6M 
"] 
22.59163 21.23659 
90.00 12.85741 22.36069 20.96230 81. 00 81. 17a62 12.71779 22.11789 20.67386 72.00 39 .141B 12.56302 21.84871 20.35413 63.00 24.65630 12.38109 21.53232 19.97826 54.00 17. 04108 12.15184 21.13361 19 .50467 45.00 12.15184 11.83629 20.58481 18.85280 36.00 8.59957 20.21236 18.41034 
31.50 7.12204 11. 62212 
RING SEGMENT EXTERNAL ~~~~~ RADIUS RATIO(RO/RI)=2 









































TABLE 10 STRESS INTENSITY AND DISPLACEMENTS COEFFICIENTS FOR EXTERNALLY 
CRACKED RING SEGMENTS W]TH RATIO OF OUTER TO INNER RAOIUS :: 2.50 
RING SEGMENT EXTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIOTH RATIO(A/W)::0.10000 OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATIO(RO/RIl::2 50000 
e j KB~;~AGE ~:~;~TAN01 KB-WlO!l.5/M EBVl..J/6M 
90.00 2.48465 38703 
81. 00 8.61043 1 .36375 2.44182 38129 
72.00 4.11979 1 .33860 2.39678 37526 
63.00 2: .57242 1 .3U72 2.34685 .36857 
54.00 1.75893 1 .27794 2.28816 36G71 
45.00 1.23663 1 .23663 2.21420 35081 
36.GO 0.85716 1. 17978 2.11241 .33717 
RING SEGMENT EXTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIO(A/W)::0.20000 OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATIO(RO/RIl::2.50000 
AVERAGE VAlUES 
e j KB.JU/P KB..fW/PTAN6 1 KB-WlO!l.5/M EBVW/6M 
90.00 3.77303 0.96481 
81.00 12.45324 1.97239 3.69708 0.94750 
72.00 5.93929 1.92979 3.61723 0.92931 
63.00 3.69475 1.88256 3.52871 a.90913 
54.00 2.51472 1.82705 3.42465 0.lIa541 
45.00 1.75710 1. 75710 3.29353 0.85553 
36.00 1.20665 1.66081 3.11305 0.81440 
RING SEGMENT EXTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIO(A/W)::0.30000 OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATIO(RO/RI)::2.50000 
e j KB~;;AGE ~:~;~TAN91 KB-WlO!l.5/M EBVW/6M 
90.00 5.19167 .81565 
81.00 16.30704 2.58278 5.07921 .78107 
72. 00 7.76394 2.52265 4.96097 74472 
63.00 4.82018 2.45600 4.82990 .70442 
54.00 3.27256 2.37765 4.67582 .65704 
45.00 2.27893 2.27893 4.48161 .59735 
36.00 1.55701 2.14304 4.21443 .51518 
RING SEGMENT EXTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIO('VW)::0.40000 OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATIO(RO/RI):2.50000 
AVERAGE VALUES 
e j KB{j;j.,P KBf!;J/PTANO l KB-Lo!IHll.5/M EBVW/6M 
" 
DO 7.03633 3.19583 
SI. DO 21.01578 3.32857 6.88432 3.13106 
72 DO 10.00643 3.25128 6.72447 3.06295 
" 
DO 6.21281 3.16561 6.54729 2.98745 
54 DO 4.21847 3.06490 6.33899 2.89869 
45 DO 2.93800 2.93800 6.07652 2.78685 
J6 DO 2.00168 2.76333 5.71521 2.63292 
RING SEGMENT EXTERNAl CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIO(A/W)::0.50000 OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATIO(RO/RI)=2.50000 
ej 
AVERAGE VALUES 
KB..,I'W/P KB·nVPTAHOl KB-WlO!l.5/M EBVW/6M 
90.00 9.68712 5.62766 
81.00 27.47765 4.35203 9.49188 5.51062 
72.00 13.10449 4.25790 9.28660 5.38755 
63.00 8.15183 4.15356 9. 05~02 5.25113 
54.00 5.54806 4.03090 8.79151 5.09071 
45.00 3.87635 3.87635 8.45442 4.88869 
36.00 2.66178 3.66362 1.99045 4.61055 
RING SEGMENT EXTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIO(A/W)=0.60000 OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATIOCRO/RI)=2.50000 
AVERAGE VALUES 
OJ KB,fiJ/P KB.[W/PTAN9 1 KB-W~1I1.5/M EBVW/6M 
90 .00 13 .95096 10.34590 
SI 00 37.51105 5.94116 13.70510 11.04417 
72 00 17.94011 5.82910 13.44660 9.93203 
63 00 11.19646 5.70483 13.16004 9.69689 
54 00 7.65110 5.55884 12.82318 9.42047 
" 
00 5.37484 5.37484 12.39870 9.07215 
36 00 3.72104 5.12156 11.81446 8.59273 
RING SEGMENT EXTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIO(A/W);0.70000 OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATIO(RO/RI)=2.50000 
AVERAGE VAlUES 
OJ KBm/p KB.JtJ/PTAN9 1 KB-W>(1I1.5/M EBVl..J/6M 
90 00 21.95084 21. 01714 
.1 00 55.78148 8.83490 21. 62766 20.64525 
72 00 26.76378 8.69608 21.28783 20.25423 
63. DO 16 .16500 8.54220 20.91112 19.82074 
54 00 11.50836 8.36131 20.46831 19.31119 
45 00 8.13337 8.13331 19.91031 18.66910 
36 00 5.68130 7.81964 19.14229 11.78534 
RING SEGMENT EXTERNAL CRACK 
CRACK TO WIDTH RATIO(A/W)=0.80000 OUTER TO INNER RADIUS RATIO(RO/RI)=2.50000 
AVERAGE VAlUES 
e j KB~/P K B-Jj;]/P TAN 91 KB~WIIII1.5/M EBVW/6M 
90.00 41. 3590 1 52.51659 
81.00 99.00940 15.68151 40.89049 51.11660 
72. DO 47.68129 15.49259 40.39786 50.81549 
63.00 29.99486 15.28316 39.85115 49.94304 
54.00 20.69658 15.03697 39.20978 48.84691 
45.00 14.72674 14.72674 38.40088 47.46576 
36.00 10.38938 14.29975 37.28745 45.56473 
TABLE 11. - Values of the dimensionless stress intensity 
coefficient for radially cracked ring segments in 
three-point bending with R1 = 45°. 
Straighta 
a/W Internal Crack Bar Externa 1 Crack 
Ro/Ri 
2.5 1.1 1.0 1.1 2.5 
Dimensionless Curvature 
(Ro - Ri)/Ri (Ro - Ri)/(-Ro) 
1.5 0.1 0 -0.091 -0.6 
KB(W - a)3/2/M(a/W)1/2 
0.0 11. 932 
0.1 11.241 10.025 9.147 9.097 5.978 
0.2 8.663 8.134 7.519 7.710 5.270 
0.3 7.216 7.059 6.506 6.767 4.792 
0.4 6.270 6.254 5.825 6.054 4.465 
0.5 5.614 5.639 5.325 5.495 4.227 
0.6 5.130 5.111 4.927 5.112 4.049 
0.7 4.762 4.749 4.596 4.698 3.910 










Figure 1. - Ring segment (ARC-BEND) specimen subjected to three point radial loading. 
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